Nautical Channel Launches as part of Amazon Channels available for Prime
members in UK, Germany and Austria
London. May xx 2017 - In its continuing effort to provide access of all water sports action to its global fan
base, Nautical Channel has partnered with Amazon to be one of the subscription channels to first launch as
part of Amazon Channels available for Amazon Prime members in the United Kingdom, Germany and
Austria.
By launching in the United Kingdom, Amazon Channels would be the first platform to provide 24/7 water
sports content to a growing fan base allowing Nautical Channel to be a step closer in providing quality
content in water sports, lifestyle, and entertainment to a global audience.
Amazon Channels allows for all Amazon Prime members in UK, Germany and Austria the possibility to view
on demand content starting on May 23rd. The programs will be streamed in HD and available in English and
German languages. Other channels available alongside Nautical Channel are Discovery Channel,
Europsport Player, hayu and ITV Hub+ in the UK and Geo Television, MGM and MUBI in Germany and
Austria.
“We are proud to partner with Amazon Channels as one of a variety of over forty channels in the UK and
over twenty in Germany initially launched on such a prestigious platform. To begin this journey together and
be a part of the growing demand of an integrated system, allowing users the opportunity to pick and choose
individual content as well as sports and linear channels such as ours is truly exciting.” commented Managing
Director, Andrew Miller.

“For the first time, Prime members in the UK and Germany will be able to choose to watch premium TV
channels without having to sign up to a bundle or a contract, giving them the freedom to pay for only what
they want to watch,” said Alex Green, MD, Europe, Amazon Channels.

About
Nautical Channel is the only international TV channel dedicated to the world of nautical sports and lifestyle.
It is available to over 22 million subscribers, in 52 countries, in English, French, and German. The channel is
available on over one hundred international pay TV, satellite, subscriber IpTV, mobile phone, Digital
Terrestrial, MMDS and cable TV platforms. From sailing to surfing, the programming wheel captures all the
action on the water!
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